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Throughout this issue we 

have used articles from 

the Spot Press Issues of 

years gone by. Comments 

in red have been added 

for guidance and 

remember some of the 

rues and regulations may 

have changed. You can 

find up to date 

information on the Club 

website and also the BPA 

website.  

We hope you find at least 

some of the pages within 

useful.  

Mandy Ed  

             ShowingShowingShowingShowing————Our Shop WindowOur Shop WindowOur Shop WindowOur Shop Window                                 

One of the Gloucestershire Old Spots Pig breeders’ Club’s 

yearly objectives is to get more members and their pigs into 

the show ring. The best way to promote the breed is to let 

people see the pig in the flesh. Shows provide an ideal 

environment to see pigs and to allow breeders to promote 

their herds and the breed. It also allows breeders the 

opportunity to engage and educate the general public about 

the virtues of the breed.  The Club also encourages members 

to exhibit their pigs at local events and can help you with 

banners and posters to promote our breed.  

The Club provides its members with a comprehensive UK wide 

show list at the beginning of every show season so there is 

bound to be a show near you. The Club also runs a number of 

showing competitions for its members; The Champion of 

Champions and the Northern and Southern Championships and 

a GOS Pig of the Year Award.  

Inside this special issue of Spot Press there are articles 

from previous issues by renowned showmen some of whom are 

sadly no longer with us but their words of wisdom are still as 

valid today as when they were first written.  
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GETTING STARTED 

From Spot Press 2009 by Mandy Garbutt Our First Show 

We tried showing in 2005 and had not enjoyed it at all so when at a club committee meeting the 

subject of the lack of GOS winning interbreeds at shows came up and the lack of new people 

coming forward to show their pigs made us have a rethink. About only 8% (probably not even that 

now) of the club membership show their GOS and numbers are declining. People aren’t prepared 

to go showing for various reasons; making a fool of themselves with an out of control pig, the costs 

involved, time off work issues, logistics, lack of guidance and support; the list goes on but such 

was the lack of pigs on show particularly up here in the north where we are based we decided to 

give it another go. In 2009 the Club held a showing workshop at Steve Booth’s in Cheshire which 

we attended and then Steve and his daughter Mandy kindly allowed me to join them at 

Nottinghamshire show to help them show their GOS.  

At the start of 2009 we had no intention of showing our pigs so our three gilts (Dotty, Dolly and 

Polly) were destined for bacon. We decided we would reprieve one of them to show. This would be 

a hard decision. A process of elimination was begun using the techniques we had seen at the 

workshop. Polly had the least spots and was a squat, chunky pig with a nice temperament and a 

cute little face. Polly won the reprieve. Then training began. Having spent the first five months of 

her life free range in the field, she wasn’t too keen on learning and although they’re named they 

don’t know their names so first of all every time we went to feed her or visit her pen we would say 

her name and make a fuss of her. She decided that the stick was for chewing and took great 

pleasure in head butting the board. We started off with short fifteen minute sessions just playing 

around her with the board and stick; these gradually built up to half an hour where she was coaxed 

to follow me around a makeshift show ring clockwise.  After deciding which of the local shows 

had pig classes we decided to take the plunge and enter. This would now allow for three more 

weeks intensive training, sometimes we just wandered together with the board and stick, others we 

meticulously paraded clockwise under tight control. We even had a practice going in the trailer and 

being bathed. Not only Polly had to be prepared for the show but all the stuff we needed to take 

with us, it’s like planning a military expedition. “But its only one day” was exclaimed when I 

showed Paul the list. A waterproof sheet to act as sunshade or rain cover, two buckets for water 

and washing, feed and piggy treats(apples in our case), white coat, stick and board, picnic hamper, 

deckchairs, kit box containing sponge, brush, damp flannel, baby oil, information sheets, string, 

scissors, sun cream and movement licenses. Finally; as straw isn’t always provided as some of the 

smaller shows a builder’s tonne bag full of straw. We don’t have small bales so this was how we 

managed.  

The evening before Ryedale show we bathed Polly with gallons of warm water carted from the 

garage by poor Paul and Johnson’s No more Tears baby bath wash. We scrubbed her legs and feet 

with a brush and her soft underbody with a softer brush.  We kept the water away from her face 

and ears. It was a warm evening so Polly seemed to enjoy her bath right up to the moment I 

scrubbed her face with a damp flannel. She was toweled off with three of the largest bath sheets I 

could find as we had been unable to get any wood flour. With a little baby oil on some cotton wool 

the final touch was to wipe around the inside of her ears. She looked like a piggy princess! 
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Getting Started 

The next morning we loaded up with our kit and Polly who after a coaxing with a few pig nuts 

went up the ramp of the trailer as she had no breakfast 

as we didn’t want her to be travelsick.  We arrived at 

the showground nice and early (9am) I felt so nervous, 

it didn’t help when I spotted a show ring on the way in 

that was just rope and sticks! Paul told me to stop 

stressing and to go and find out where we were to go. 

With a great sigh of relief I discovered that the pig 

pens actually enclosed an inner show ring especially 

for the pigs as there had been an escape a couple of 

years previous by a large Black pig, the other ring I’d 

seen was for collecting horses! We got Polly in a pen 

cosy with some of the straw we had brought with us. I 

gave Polly a final brush and dabbed her black spots 

with baby oil to make them shiny and glossy and donned my white coat, board and stick. I also 

wore my GOS club cap. You have to be as smart as your pig, it’s a team effort. Polly looked the 

part but would she remember her training, we watched the other classes eager to pick up any last 

minute tips and then before we knew it we were on. 

Polly went into the ring sniffing cautiously and then broke out into a trot across the ring. I don’t 

really remember much about the class as I was so busy keeping Polly under control as she had 

taken a fancy to a Lop boar in a nearby pen! Then to our utter astonishment we were suddenly 

being handed a rosette for second place, we were flabbergasted. We hadn’t expected to get 

anything on our first outing. Polly got a big hug and an apple. After making sure Polly had a drink 

we had a look around the show and spent some time answering piggy questions from the public. 

One lady asked if it was difficult getting Polly in the bath! I did not dispel this thought! At 4pm we 

were allowed to leave to go home and after mucking out the trailer we sat down to a well earned 

glass of wine. Our first show a success and a thoroughly enjoyable experience compared to our last 

outing in 2005.  

One of the reasons I think I enjoyed showing at Ryedale is down to security. At the smaller shows 

the pig rings are within or next to the pens and when pigs are moved the general public is excluded 

to the outer edge of the pens. They still get a good view but pigs can be moved safely and without 

fear of escape. This is the one aspect of showing at the big shows that had put me off showing my 

pigs. Some of the big shows pigs are moved often through huge crowds of people which is very 

nerve wracking and off putting.  

We had a lovely time and enjoyed the show and would recommend all beginners start this way. 

Our tips are to be prepared, not to get too stressed (easier said than done believe me!) have a 4x4 

for getting off muddy show fields and an ever suffering helper around. Whether or not you will see 

us at the big county shows remains to be seen but we will certainly be around our local circuit 

again and look forward to some of you joining us in 2010.  

The rest as they say is history as we go into our 15th year showing in 2024 Mandy  
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From Spot Press Winter 2007  
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Sadly Nick Hunkin passed away in 2012  but his words here are still valid today.  
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George Styles passed away in 2009 and was considered the founder of the GOS breed as we 

know it today. You can find out more about him on the website www.gospbc.co.uk 
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From Spot Press Autumn 2015.  You can find the GOS breed standard on the website 
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From Spot Press Winter 2012 
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Guy Kiddy sent in a leaflet which was originally printed by the NPA in the seventies called Preparing Preparing Preparing Preparing 

your Pigs For Exhibition by Donald Maclean your Pigs For Exhibition by Donald Maclean your Pigs For Exhibition by Donald Maclean your Pigs For Exhibition by Donald Maclean which we have retyped for you as the leaflet was 

unsuitable for scanning. Guy writes Don Maclean had fifty years experience with pigs and their 

exhibition at agricultural shows ranging from Middles Whites, the Large White breed and included the 

Essex (now British Saddleback) breed.  Guy goes on further to say he was one of the best showman of 

his day winning prizes all over the country and Guy is fortunate to have his pig memorabilia which 

includes NPBA medals, scrapbooks and show box.  The is leaflet originally cost 40p! Please note some 

of the practices suggested are no longer considered advisable or acceptable. 

Black pigs, white pigs, ginger pigs and spotted pigs, all need similar attention. Observation is the most 

critical. First, select your pigs according to their age and classification in the agricultural society show 

schedule. Try to give yourself some flexibility with selection if possible pick at least two or three pigs for 

each classification, or keep two or three pigs under observation. If you have only one pig to work on, 

nothing must go wrong.  When the ‘pros and cons’ of each breed have been taken into consideration 

and the standard of excellence has been studied, a start can be made to put on the pigs “Sunday 

Suit”.  

Skin & CoatSkin & CoatSkin & CoatSkin & Coat—My initial preparation is to get out the oil tin. Give the animal a good thorough oiling from 

tip of the snout to the tip of the tail, front legs, between the hind legs, the belly; at this point count the 

teats—fourteen well placed, four teats in front of the penis on boars. Don’t forget ears. These should be 

wiped with an oily cloth.  The oil should be vegetable, sunflower, rape, coconut etc. Avoid any oil based 

on paraffin. These sometimes burn the skin and bring up large red patches. The process of oiling 

should be carried out once a week. At the same time the Flowers of Sulphur tin should come into play. 

A cocoa tin with perforated lid (nail holes) will enable you to shake sulphur into the ears and down the 

middle of the back. This should also be done once a week. 

FeedingFeedingFeedingFeeding—My next consideration is feeding. We all have our own theories. My preference was ‘wet & 

warm’ and a good coarse ration. So many pig meal rations today are ground too fine. When mixed with 

water they sink in the pail. That is why I insist on a coarse ration mixed in warm water. This swells to an 

easily digested consistency.  Remember the old adage “half the pedigree goes in by the mouth”. A 

skilled feeder can improve a bad pig; an unskilled one can spoil a good animal. By feeding a warm 

mash well soaked the pig requires less energy to heat the food to body temperature and the meal is 

half digested by soaking. Whether this can be proved scientifically, is still open to question. No two pigs 

have the same appetite , so discretion must be used regarding the amount fed to each one. “A good 

feeder puts it on and walks it off” One must be careful not to overfeed as young pigs are inclined to go 

off their legs. I had many successes on this system in both carcass and live pig classes.  Three feeds a 

day are better than two. Little and often avoids overfilling the stomach. This all helps to keep a trim, 

shapely pig. A dose of liquid paraffin once a week assists freedom from constipation. In warm weather 

a pinch of sulphur in the food helps to cool the blood. May I stress at this point there are no half 

measures ot short cuts. Unless you are prepared to be married to the job, which is time consuming, 

you are unlikely to make a success of it. A pig turned out in first class order is a credit to its owner, but 

an under-fed badly turned out pig is no advert to anyone.  

Fitness & TrainingFitness & TrainingFitness & TrainingFitness & Training—The third consideration is exercise and cleanliness. Pigs are clean if kept clean and 

bad habits can be altered. On arrival first thing in the morning at the sty, pen or loose box, let the 

animals out so they may defecate away from their pen. If time permits, this should also be carried out 

before each feeding. After a few days most animals will learn. For bedding my preference is wheat 

straw. If this in unobtainable barley straw is next best (oat straw is for feeding not bedding)  I am not 

happy with shavings. They retain moisture and if a pig has urinated on its bed, yellow stains appear on 
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Preparing Pigs For Exhibition By Don Maclean (cont…..d) 

Exercise should be given at least once a day—a walk with purpose. Make the animal do what you want, 

not what it wants to do. With your FLAT PIG BAT, not a round walking stick, constantly tap each side 

just behind the front legs. Don’t hit the pig in the middle of the back—this will make it drop its back. A 

little tap on the side of the face will direct it left or right. At all times keep its head up. Nothing looks 

worse than a pig with a humped or dipped back. Constantly talk to the animal. A pig will learn to 

respond to your voice. I always insisted that every show pig I took out was ‘rung’ A small copper ring in 

the snout is a deterrent to rooting. It also keeps the head up. After months of work to present a clean 

pig you finally put in a show pen with soft green turf. Naturally it will want to ‘root’. The result is a dirty 

animal. The little copper ring makes it think twice. When exercise takes place, keep the animal on soft 

ground away from stones and anywhere it may lame itself. Even a sprain can make a pig limp. Judges 

don't take too kindly to lame pigs so keep the bottle of embrocation to hand. At the first signs of 

stiffness, cramp or lameness, give the joints a vigorous rubbing, but do look to see first if thre are any 

cuts in the pad. If so call your vet. May I also recommend whilst the vet is in the yard all your show pigs 

are injected against erysipelas. May and September seem to be the two months when this disease 

flares up i.e when there are warm days and cold nights. After months of hard work and good money 

spent, on a show day you do not want your pig to go down with the ‘Purples’. For the sake of a £1 or so, 

have your pig injected and sleep soundly at night. These are a few basic pints to follow. Remember 

prizes are won at home, not just on the showground.  

WashingWashingWashingWashing– After weeks of painstaking feeding and exercising, you can look forward to a show date. All 

this time keep the oil tin in hand. Avoid washing your pig too early. Wait until a week before your first 

show, then wash it. If you don't have a clean pen to use, cut up three bran bags lengthwise and nail or 

tie them around the pen. This prevents the pig from rubbing on the walls. Use warm water and green 

soft soap (keep away from detergents) The warm water will remove the oil and dirt, then give the pig a 

good wash all over and underneath from snout to tail. Remember inside the ears. I found a wad of 

cotton wool in each ear ensured no water got in. After washing with a soft brush, sponge and cloth 

rinse off with a pail of warm water. Stand behind the pig and pour from tail to head. DO NOT THROW 

WATER IN THE PIGS FACE and avoid entering its ears. Once all the soap is off and the ears are clean 

dry off with woodflour (ground sawdust). Use it freely rubbing well into the skin bit KEEP AWAY FROM 

THE EYES. Then into a pen with fresh straw and the animal will remain clean. After a first wash apply oil 

each day until the day before the show then repeat the washing performance once more.  On show 

day, white, ginger and spotted pigs are shown with woodflour brushed out, but black pigs in some 

cases are shown ‘in oil’ This treatment applies to males and females and mainly to Berkshire, British 

Saddleback and Large Black breeds. Black pigs kept in loose boxes are apt to lose their colour so keep 

these breeds outside as much as possible. Use discretion when turning out, avoiding cold nights and 

very hot days. There is one important thing to remember. If you are feeding using movable troughs, 

pans or tins remove them from the pen and wash them clean after the pigs have finished. Don’t leave 

to chance in case an animal lames itself on the trough left in the pen.  

The ShowThe ShowThe ShowThe Show—Unless warm water is supplied by the show society, arrange to take some with you. Use a 

milk churn or better still a copper and calor gas cylinder. This should give you enough water for feeding, 

cleaning and washing. IN YOUR SHOW BOX you will need white coats, green soft soap, brushes (wet & 

Dry) sponge, cloth, embrocation, hammer and nails, pails, woodflour, oilskins, boar boards and pig 

bats. If it is not supplied by the show society arrange to take plenty of clean straw to give your pigs a 

good bed, also a bundle of sacks to nail or tie to any dirty pens you have been allocated.  

Continued overleaf P12Continued overleaf P12Continued overleaf P12Continued overleaf P12    



Privacy Notice The GOSPBC takes your privacy seriously and will only use your personal information 
to administer your membership and to provide the products and services you have requested from us, 
and these details will be kept on a password protected system.  This information is never shared with 
third parties or other agencies. We rely on you to inform us of any changes to the information you have 
given. 

Please also note that if your children are successful in the show ring or attend Club events, we will 
require your permission to use any photos taken by us of the event to be published in our Newsletter 
or on Facebook so we can celebrate their achievement. 

Right to erasure (to be forgotten) Any Member of the GOSPBC has the right to request their details 

be erased. At the point of this request being made or through the cessation of your membership your 

personal details will be removed. Additionally if after receiving a reminder to renew your membership, 

the club does not hear from you within a 2 month period, your details will be erased from our 

database. You may of course rejoin at any time in the future should you wish. 
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Preparing Pigs For Exhibtion by Don Maclean Preparing Pigs For Exhibtion by Don Maclean Preparing Pigs For Exhibtion by Don Maclean Preparing Pigs For Exhibtion by Don Maclean     

When pigs are penned in open pens its is advisable to purchase show sheets 9ftx7ft in size. These can 
be stencilled with your herd name and address as a form of advertising. Don’t forget a large bottle of 
VINEGAR in case a pig has heat stroke. Under no circumstances put cold water on an overheated pig. 
Using the vinegar soak a sponge and bathe the head behind the ears, the neck between the front legs 
and down the middle of the back. A pig is the same as a dog, it pants but does not perspire, so must be 
cooled down. If any green feed is available from the sheep lines collect an armful, remove all the straw 
from the pigs and lay green feed round it. This will help it cool off. Rope, ringers and pig rings should 

also be in your show box. Like a good boy scout be prepared.  

TravellingTravellingTravellingTravelling- ‘Bum Bags’ are hessian sacks filled with straw. Depending how you pen your pigs in the lorry 
or trailer, tie these bags on the side, behind the pig to stop chafing or rubbing on the vehicle. Ensure 
adequate space is available. The pig cannot turn around in the vehicle during the journey. Road motion 
can cause loss of balance and injury. If you have to travel to a show early in the morning do not feed 
beforehand. Instead give a late feed at 9—10pm the previous evening. On returning home, repeat the 
process all over again even if you have another show to attend within a short time. Out with the oil can 
and sulphur tin to keep the skin soft and supple. A pigs skin is like a woman’s soft as silk if cared for. 
In some cases if a pig refuses to feed after a first outing. Then give a little appetiser in the form of a 

tablespoon of cider vinegar added to the feed. A teaspoonful of brewers yeast also helps.  

In the RingIn the RingIn the RingIn the Ring—Preparation is 75% of a show pig. The other 25% is showmanship and that is another 
story. By making best use of the ring, keep your pig under the judge’s nose so every time he turns you 
are there in his sights. If your pig looks better at a distance ,make use of any high ground, keep to the 
middle of the ring and avoid the corners. Don’t use board with females. Make use of your pig bat. Keep 
your white coat done up; hands out of pockets; no smoking in the ring. A smart turn-out of you and your 

pig is a very good combination. A first impression by the judge is always the best.  

After JudgingAfter JudgingAfter JudgingAfter Judging– The clever showman watches points. Having observed, he uses commonsense through 
deduction and attention to detail. Coupling this with patience and perseverance he succeeds but must 
also be prepared to lose and do so gracefully. Always remember—everyone has good pigs until they 
meet someone better. In the competitive world of the show ring only one pig can win the top award. All 
the others are losers. Try to win. If you are lucky, accept success with a polite manner. If you lose— and 
you will do that more often than winning—just return to the pen quietly and without complaint however 

disappointed you may be. Adopting this policy will earn respect.  

The saying “There’s no show people like show people” certainly applies in pig lines. Someone is always 

willing to help and advise you.   
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Safe Showing 

Showing is to be encouraged and useful for a variety of reasons: 

∗ It helps encourage people to breed and keep the best specimens 

∗ It provides opportunity for people to see good examples of pigs and to meet and talk to owners/

breeders before buying pigs of their own 

∗ It gives people the opportunity to compare their own pigs with others and to have judges give 

their opinions on them too 

∗ It acts as a marketing activity—to demonstrate you keep good stock and to bring you into contact 

with potential customers 

∗ It offers the chance to socialise with likeminded people 

∗ Don’t forget the Club has templates for posters & information display and leaflets available 

To ensure you keep your show herd in tip top shape look at the following suggestions: 

∗ Health Management—Make sure your show stock are wormed and free from parasites and check 

for foot and joint soundness. Do not put any pig that is showing signs of being ‘off colour’ on the 

trailer. 

∗ Make best use of isolation practices preferably 20 days before your first and show and 20 days 

after your last show in an APHA approved part of your holding. Keep an isolation unit record book 

with dates of entry and which pigs are in. 

∗ Make sure your pigs are correctly identified by tattoo and tag 

∗ Clean and disinfect your trailer and towing vehicle all around outside and make sure your trailer 

is done inside as well.  

∗ Make sure any boots or wellingtons are also clean and disinfected so you don't take any possible 

infections with you to the show and remember to do the same on returning home 

∗ When you return home make sure your pig is healthy and sound and continue to keep an eye on 

it over the next few days just in case you picked something up at the showground 

Safe Showing is something we can all aim to do and it is for the good of all exhibitors so just do it! 
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From Sp Spring 2015 
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From Spring 2013 
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Reproduced by kind permission of Reproduced by kind permission of Reproduced by kind permission of Reproduced by kind permission of 

the Lop Society 2007. You will still the Lop Society 2007. You will still the Lop Society 2007. You will still the Lop Society 2007. You will still 

find Frank  around the Cheshire find Frank  around the Cheshire find Frank  around the Cheshire find Frank  around the Cheshire 

and Yorkshire shows usually and Yorkshire shows usually and Yorkshire shows usually and Yorkshire shows usually 

assisting in some way or other be it assisting in some way or other be it assisting in some way or other be it assisting in some way or other be it 

calling competitors to the ring or calling competitors to the ring or calling competitors to the ring or calling competitors to the ring or 

checking ear numbers. checking ear numbers. checking ear numbers. checking ear numbers.     
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Ed’s Note 

We hope you have found this special issue interesting and perhaps incentive 

to go showing this summer.  

There’s lots of ways to get involved, even if you don't want to show your pigs 

you can offer to help out at your local show, knowledgeable stewards and 

willing volunteers are always welcome.  

You can find a 2024 show list on the 

website and details of GOS only 

competitions. http://

www.gospbc.co.uk/showing-pigs and 

more information on shows.  

It’s a great shop window for your 

pigs so why not have a go. 

  

Club President Marlene Renshaw will be doing the rounds of the shows so 

please go say hello and have a chat with her, she showed her Tennyson herd 

of GOS very successfully and has lots of wisdom to pass on.  

As mentioned we are going into our 15th year wow but sadly its possibly may 

be one of our last as though the mind is willing the body these days is 

struggling to keep up! We’ll have to see what the good doc says! 

We look forward to meeting you over the summer, please do come and say 

hello and have a chat.  

Happy showing. Oink Oink.  

Mandy Garbutt  

Club Contacts  

• President: Mrs Marlene Renshaw   

• Chairman: Teresa Cook (Suffolk)  Tel 07980742671      e-mail olspsotpig2021@gmail.com 

• Vice Chairman:  Guy Kiddy (Beds)     Tel 01767 650884    e-mail: balshampigs@btinternet.com  

• Treasurer: Maria Naylor (Sussex) Tel 078011230835  e-mail: Treasurer.gospbc@gmail.com 

• Secretary & Media: Mandy Garbutt (N Yorks) Tel: 07979858757     email: fowgillfarm@hotmail.co.uk 

• Show Secretary: Debbie Dallaway (Kent)   Tel: 07792136414     e-mail:  trewintpigs@yahoo.com 

• Committee: Marlene Renshaw (Lincs) Tel 01507 533209     e-mail: marlene12@john-lewis.com  

• Committee: Sarah Whitley(N Yorks)  Tel: 07730362919   e-mail: birchfieldicecream@live.co.uk  

• Committee: Lolly Bell-Tye (Norfolk) E-mail guitarlam@hotmail.co.uk 

• Committee: Judy Hancox (Gloucs)  E-mail farmerjude@yahoo.co.uk 

• Committee: Josh Bell-Tye (Norfolk) E-mail:  jbelltye490@googlemail.com 

• Committee Co-opted: Alfie Dallaway 

 

You can also email to mail@gospbc.co.ukYou can also email to mail@gospbc.co.ukYou can also email to mail@gospbc.co.ukYou can also email to mail@gospbc.co.uk    

    

Initial contact is preferred by eInitial contact is preferred by eInitial contact is preferred by eInitial contact is preferred by e----mail but if you do need to telephone please do so at a reasonable hour mail but if you do need to telephone please do so at a reasonable hour mail but if you do need to telephone please do so at a reasonable hour mail but if you do need to telephone please do so at a reasonable hour     

Thank youThank youThank youThank you    
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